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My invention relates to complete closures 

which a closure proper is applied to the con 
tainer to hermetically seal it and protect the 
contents against deterioration until the con 
tents are to be used when it is removed. 
Associated there with I use a slip or dust cap, 
preferably made of seamless, drawn metal 
which is secured to the closure proper until 
the lattel' is to be removed and which is 
thereafter used to close the container to main 

dition until they are used up. It is my ob 
ject to produce a simple, cheap and sanitary 
closure and cap, the closure member of 
which can be applied to containers by ex 
isting machinery and which does not neces 
sarily require a specially finished bottle or 
jar in order that it may be used. 

in the drawing I have shown embodi 
nents of complete closure applied to a bot 

tle. Fig. 1 is a side view, partly in section, 
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of one form of my improved structure: Fig. 
2 a like view of the structure of Fig. 1 with 
the closure proper removed and the slip cap 
in place; Fig. 3 a bottom view of the slip 
cap: Fig. 4 a detail, sectional view of the 
slip cap and closure proper of Figs. i. 2 and 
3 interlocked on a bottle: Fig. 5 a like view 
of the slip cap in position for removal from 
the permanent closure: Fig. 6 a sectional 
view of a modified closure proper and the 
slip cap associated therewith; and Fig. 7 a. 
side view of the slip cap shown in Fig. 6. 

In the form shown in Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 
5 the bottle or other container 1 has the reg 
ular crown finished lip 2. The closure prop 
er is the regular cap composed of a metal 
shell 3, with a depending skirt provided 
with a plurality of corrugations 4 and a seal 
ing gasket 5 and is affixed to the lip of the 
bottle in the usual manner. - 
The slip cap is preferably made of drawn, 

seamless metal so that no crevices will exist 
to retain dust, dirt, dried bottle contents, etc., 
and has a top 6 and side walls which are provided with inwardly extending projec 
tions S. In the form shown in Figs. 1 to 5 
these projections are so proportioned and 
located with respect to the corrugations on 
the skirt of the crown cap that they may 
pass between them and it may be provided 
with a rolled, lower edge 9 to prevent cutting 
pf the fingei's in handing. 

in use the slip cap is pushed over the top 
for containers, such as bottles oriars, in of the closured container with its inwardly extending projections sliding between outer 

corrugations of the closure and meshing 
With inner corrugations. When the slip cap 
has been fully seated, as shown in Fig. 5, it is 
given a slight twist so that the upper ends 
(of the inner projections will pass under the 
coi'i'ligations on the closure proper and Se 
cure the slip cap in place. The inwardly ex 
tending projections 8 should be so located on 
the skirt, or side wall of the slip cap that their 
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upper ends will engage the bottom edge of 
the closure proper when the slip capis in 
place thereon. 
To open the container the slip cap is twist 

ed slightly and pulled off, exposing the clo 
Sure proper. This is then removed in the 
usual manner after which the slip cap can 
be slipped on or off the container, protecting 
the contents from contamination. The slip. 
cap, being preferably Seamless, can be easily 
cleaned and kept in sanitary condition. 

in the modified form shown in Figs. 6 and 7 
I have shown how a slip cap may befrictional 
ly secured to a closure proper. The closure 
proper 10, may have a smooth skirt 11 in 
stead of the corrugated one of a crown cap, 
is spun over the lip of the bottle and the 
slip cap 12 has a series of inwardly extend 
ing projections 13, so located and propor 
tioned that they will frictionally engage the 
skirt of the closure proper and secure the 
slip cap to the closure proper. The slip cap 
is pulled off and the closure proper removed 
after which the slip cap is used in the usual 
III. 

I am aware that specially finished bottles 
have been made to which bottles both the 
permanent, or closure proper, and the slip 
cap have been secured but my invention con 
templates the hermetic sealing of the con 
tainer at the packing house with a closure 
proper and a slip cap which engages the clo 
sure proper instead of the container itself 
so that it cannot come off in transit or on the 
dealers shelf. The user can remove the slip 
cap without the use of tools and after the 
closure proper is removed the slip cap can be 
used in the usual manner. 

I claim :- 
1. As a new article of manufacture, a slip 

cap for containers having in combination, a top and depending side walls, Baid side walls 
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being provided with a plurality of inwardly 
extending projections in position to have 
their upper ends co-act with a container clo 
sure on a container, whereby the slip cap is 
secured to the closure and held against acci 
dental displacement. 
2. As a new article of manufacture, a con 

tainer closure comprising a closure proper 
provided with a top and a skirt, the skirt of 
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which is adapted to engage a lip on a con 
tainer, and a slip cap composed of a top and 
side walls, the side walls being provided 
With inwardly extending projections so lo 
cated and proportioned that they will pass 
over the skirt of the closure proper and en 
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gage the same to prevent the accidental sep 
arration of the two. 

3. As a new article of manufacture, a con 
tainer closure comprising a crown cap pro 
vided with a corrugated skirt, and a slip cap 
composed of a top and side walls, the side 
Walls having inwardly extending projec 
tions therein and adapted to fit over the 
Crown cap with the upper ends of the pro 
jections on the slip cap engaging the lower 
ends of the corrugations on the crown skirt 
to prevent accidental separation of the two. 

In testimony whereof I have affixed my 
Signatule. 

CHARLES H. RASMUSSEN. 
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